Replacing coolant

Still, there are certain procedures and maintenance tasks that any vehicle owner can benefit
from learning. For instance, checking tire pressure, replacing a flat tire, checking your oil levels,
checking coolant levels to check if the level is low, or recognizing when and how to replace
your antifreeze. The manufacturers who designed your vehicle know best, obviously.
Depending on the make and model of your car, the frequency can vary. This can range from
anywhere between a coolant change required at 30, miles, to one required every 60, miles you
drive. Antifreeze regulates the temperature in your engine to keep it running smoothly. It also
works to inhibit corrosion and prevent harmful substances from building up. Much like other
crucial fluids such as oil , it degrades over time. As this happens, the liquid becomes less
effective. If you neglect to change it for long enough, you could end up with serious problems.
The same goes for cars with problems that cause engine overheating, as excessive heat will
degrade the compounds in the antifreeze faster. A note on the difference between antifreeze and
coolant : You may see these words used interchangeably. They are pretty much the same thing,
but generally speaking engine coolant is a mix of antifreeze and water, usually distilled. But
most people use both words to mean the same thing, rightly or wrongly. Towing heavy loads
makes for hotter engine operating temperatures. This also applies to daily trips through
stop-and-go traffic. Sometimes, only a coolant test strip will tell you for sure if your coolant is
done for and needs a change. These strips can identify the presence of acids and other
corrosive compounds. These kits are easy to use and will give you results quite quickly. Fluid
that has noticeable signs of degradation is almost always a bad sign. Floating pieces of rust or
sediment could indicate a corroded radiator. You can expect to pay anywhere from 50 to dollars
to have a professional change coolant in your car for you. This is just a general estimate,
though, and the actual price can vary based on several considerations. For example, a full flush
will cost you more than a standard draining and refilling coolant process. Certain businesses
may also charge you more than others. Those of you with antique cars or cars with particular
needs might want to call your mechanic in the first instance, just to be extra sure. Certain
brands are pre-mixed with water, while others will require that you add distilled water and mix
the two together. This is relevant for two reasons. First, you need to know how much antifreeze
to buy. The manual should tell you any and all instructions that are specific to your make and
model of car. Stock up on the right brand and buy enough of it for your system. Buy a big
enough drain pan that matches your system capacity. This is where all the old, worn-out coolant
will be collected. If you pick the latter option, take into account delivery times and costs. Your
car will need to be raised up for this job. You may not have enough room to work safely
otherwise. Invest in stands if you only possess a jack. You might need one of these tools to
open your drain valve. Sure, you may look silly wearing them, but who cares? Buy containers
that are approved by your local toxic waste disposal center. Metal or plastic jugs or barrels
should be acceptable. Those of you buying antifreeze that needs to be mixed will have to buy
distilled water, too. Tap water can include traces of metals that can encourage corrosion. To
give you an example of how toxic it can be: less than three ounces of this liquid can be fatal to a
dog if ingested. Vivid, neon colors could attract curious children, too. For this reason, you
should restrict children and pets from your work area while doing anything that involved the
use of coolant. Responsible disposal practices are obligatory. Last but not least, if you spill any
antifreeze, new or old, clean it up immediately. Set up your work area on level ground. Avoid
sloping driveways where your drain pan or jugs of old fluid could spill. Lift your car so that you
have enough space to maneuver underneath it. Then, place your jack stand to secure it in the
correct positions. Disconnect your battery by loosening the negative terminal bolt. Put your
glasses and gloves on and make sure both are secure. Use your hand, wrench or screwdriver to
open your drain valve. Some models have a drain cock that must be removed first. All the old
antifreeze will come flowing out into the drain pan. This might take more time if you have a
larger system. Check out the following article for how to flush a radiator and change engine
coolant. This is just to clear out any old coolant. You can use plain water for this. Come out
from underneath your car and go to your radiator. Pour the correct quantity of antifreeze into
the radiator or coolant reservoir. Newer cars need to have an air-bleeding done. Check out the
following guidelines for how to bleed air from a cooling system. Hopefully, by now, you know
everything there is to know about how to change coolant before you start the engine again. This
is a great task to work up to in getting more comfortable with working on your car. If you think
your vehicle has a corroding radiator or another grave problem, call your mechanic. Sign up to
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times. Changing the coolant requires draining the existing fluids and flushing the system before
you add a new antifreeze solution. With common workshop tools, you can have your radiator
clean and flushed within an hour! Support wikiHow by unlocking this staff-researched answer.
To flush a radiator, start by draining all of the old antifreeze in the radiator into a drainage pan.
Then, seal the drain valve and pour a full bottle of radiator cleaner and 1 gallon of distilled water
into the radiator reservoir. Next, turn your vehicle on with the heat on full blast for 5 minutes.
After 5 minutes, turn the engine off and let it cool down completely. Finally, drain out the fluids
in the radiator and flush it with tap water until the drainage runs clear. To learn how to refill your
radiator after you flush it, scroll down! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping
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cool to the touch. Hold your hand above the engine block to determine how warm it still is. The
fluids inside your vehicle will be extremely hot if you try to drain them after operating it. Wear
rubber gloves and safety glasses. Rubber gloves will help keep your hands clean while working
with dirty fluids and the inside of your vehicle. Jack the front of your vehicle so you can fit a
drainage pan underneath. Place the jack so it lifts the metal frame underneath your car. Use the
lever to lift your car off the ground. Slide a large pan or bucket that can hold at least 2 gallons 7.
Do not let old antifreeze run down a drain or into the street since it could be detrimental to the
environment. Use a bucket with a built-in spout so you can easily pour old antifreeze into
another container. Lift the hood of your vehicle and locate the radiator. The radiator is a long,
narrow metal tank usually at the front of your vehicle and next to the engine. Check the tubing
for any cracks or rust. If you notice problems like this, take your car to a mechanic or find
replacement parts at a local car parts store. Twist off the pressure cap on top of the radiator.
Turn the cap slowly counter-clockwise to loosen it and remove the cap. Release the drain plug,
or petcock, on the underside of the radiator. It will be a small opening at the bottom of the metal
tank. It may require a screwdriver or socket wrench to completely remove the plug. Slowly open
the valve over the pan. Let the liquids drain completely before resealing the plug. There could
be 2 gallons 7. Once the liquid stops, seal the drain valve again. Check with your local
hazardous waste control to find out how to properly dispose of your antifreeze. Part 2 of Pour
radiator cleaner and distilled water into the radiator. Add the fluids into the radiator reservoir
where you removed the pressure cap. Use a funnel to make sure all of the cleaner and water
gets inside. Pour the full bottle of cleaner into the radiator first, followed by 1 gallon 3. Distilled
water does not contain added minerals and will add to the life of your radiator. Turn your vehicle
on with the heat on full blast for 5 minutes. Turn the key in the ignition so the engine starts. The
cleaner and water will work its way through the entire cooling system of your car to remove any
residue of old antifreeze. Turn off the engine and let it cool for 15 minutes. Ensure that the
engine is cool to the touch before you move on. The cleaner and water will be hot after running
through your vehicle and hurt you if you touch it. Open the pressure cap and petcock to drain
the radiator. Make sure the drainage pan is underneath the petcock to catch the cleaner and
distilled water. The water may be brown or rust-colored after working through the entire cooling
system. Flush the radiator with tap water until the drainage runs clear. Repeat filling the radiator
with 1 gallon 3. Once the water runs clear, flush the system one last time with distilled water.
Part 3 of Use the empty jug from the distilled water you used earlier as a mixing container. Pour
the antifreeze from the side of the spout to prevent spillage until the jug is halfway full. Fill the
rest of the jug with distilled water. Pour the antifreeze mixture into the radiator where you
removed the pressure cap. Use a funnel to ensure all of the solution makes it inside. Pour
slowly since the liquid may back up into the funnel. Make sure to fill the radiator to the fill line.
Start your vehicle to pull the antifreeze into your cooling system. Once the funnel is empty,
remove it and replace the pressure cap. Top off the radiator until it is full. Turn off the engine
and let your car cool for 15 minute minutes before removing the pressure cap again. Check to
see if the antifreeze is level with the fill line inside the radiator. If not, add more of the solution.
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thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Coolant temperature sensors are prone to corroding over
time. Certain makes of automobile do not have an engine temperature gauge on the dashboard,
and in these vehicles, the engine temperature is indicated by a warning light once it becomes
too high. A corroded coolant temperature sensor will give an incorrect reading. It is, therefore,
important to replace the coolant temperature sensor as soon as it shows signs of corrosion.
Order a Coolant Temperature Sensor on Amazon. Allow the engine to cool so you do not get
burned. Place a catch pan under the radiator once you can touch the engine. Drain
approximately one gallon of antifreeze from the radiator. Unplug the electrical connections on
the coolant temperature sensor. The coolant temperature sensor has a wire lead running from it.
Disconnect this wire and insure the insulation is neither melted nor discolored. You will need to
replace the wire if either condition exists. Use the open end of a box wrench to loosen the
temperature sensor initially by turning in a counter clockwise fashion. Thereafter, use your
hand to loosen the sensor completely. Remove the corroded coolant temperature sensor from
the engine. Wind Teflon tape around the threads of the replacement coolant temperature
sensor. Position the coolant temperature sensor in the engine block. Tighten gently, as over
tightening will damage the sensor and cause it to give faulty readings. Plug the electrical wiring
into the replacement sensor. Replace the antifreeze you previously drained out. With the
radiator cap off, turn the engine and heater on and allow it to warm up. Once the temperature in
the radiator reaches degrees F, the thermostat will kick in, and as trapped air is expelled, the
antifreeze will begin to circulate. Fill the radiator and replace its cap. Check that the fans begin
to operate once engine temperature has reached degrees F. If the fans are functioning correctly,
you have successfully replaced the sensors. Because you have removed an amount of
antifreeze , you must check that the coolant is flowing correctly after replacing the coolant
temperature sensor. To do this, squeeze the hose wear gloves to gauge if there is any pressure.
If there is pressure, the coolant is flowing. When you purchase through links on our site, we
may earn commissions at no cost to you. We welcome your comments and suggestions. All
information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for
non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle
navigation subscribe. How to Replace a Coolant Temperature Sensor. Written by Margeorie Phil.
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experience. What You'll Need. Catch pan. Set of metric wrenches. Open end box end wrench.
Teflon tape. Mechanics gloves. Socket and ratchet set optional. Fender cover. Safety glasses.
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Refrigeration repair is bound to happen sooner or later. An average fridge motor works very
hard in its lifetime and at some point is bound to have a few problems. Some of these problems
are fixable while others need more than just a little know-how to fix correctly. The motor could
have gone out or one of the coils might have sprung a leak. Troubleshooting the fridge before
you go buy a bunch of parts might be the best solution. Freezers and fridges consist of two
main components: an evaporator coil and a condenser coil. A liquid coolant is forced through
these coils with a motor and a compressor. The coolant is then cooled in the condenser and
passes to the evaporator. Once the coolant has reached the evaporator it cools the air that
comes in contact with the coolant filled coil. An evaporator coil is inside the housing of the
refrigerator while the condenser is located on the back of the unit. If one of the coils gets
perforated, it's almost impossible to repair correctly. You will need to replace the coil and then
replace the coolant. Do not attempt to replace the coolant if it is possible that more leaks are
present. Get information from the manufacturer or the owner's manual on how much coolant the
fridge can hold. Since you changed the coil it is likely that you will need to charge the fridge to
the max coolant capacity. Use the pliers to open the coolant access valve. This is a one-way
valve that will not let the coolant pass back through it. Attach the gas gauge and then the
coolant. You will want to measure the amount of gas that you put into the fridge to guarantee
that you do not under or overfill the unit. Take off the gauge and coolant. Replace the access
cover and tighten with the pliers. Plug the fridge back in and set the dials to factory settings.
Allow a couple of hours for the fridge to cool. If you have no more leaks than replacing the
coolant should fix your cooling problem. Just ensure that you do not continue to spend more
on repairs than the cost to replace the fridge. We welcome your comments and suggestions. All
information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for
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Replace? By Jennifer Aube. Troubleshooting a Refrigerator That Runs Troubleshooting a
Refrigerator That Runs Continuously. By Don P. How to Replace an Air Conditioner Evapor The
purpose of the radiator coolant overflow tank is to store excess coolant that is released from
the radiator due to pressure build up from heat. It works similar to an expansion tank on a water
heater. As you may know, an engine that is working very hard will heat up very quickly. The oil
alone is not enough to keep the components of the engine cooled off. The engine relies on
coolant to ensure that it does not overheat during these high performing situations. While this
heat is being generated, the coolant liquid will absorb all that heat so that the engine stays cool.

So what would happen if the coolant overflow reservoir tank became cracked, damaged, or
overflowing? Below are common symptoms that may appear with a faulty coolant expansion
tank. As coolant gets hot due to it absorbing heat from the engine, the liquid expands and
creates additional pressure in the radiator. As the pressure causes the coolant to get higher
than the radiator pressure cap , the excess coolant needs to be captured somewhere in order to
prevent leakage. So, the radiator coolant overflow tank functions to serve this exact purpose.
The excess fluid flows into the overflow tube and goes into the overflow tank. Once the driver
parks the vehicle and turns off the engine, the heat dissipates which causes the coolant to not
be as hot anymore. The coolant will then contract instead of expand; resulting in the volume of
the coolant decreasing. This is kind of like a vacuum effect where the pressure decrease allows
the excess coolant in the overflow tank to flow back out of it, so it can return to the radiator. If
the radiator coolant overflow tank is damaged or cracked, then you can expect coolant fluid to
leak out of it. Sometimes cracks will form on the overflow tank if it is too old and worn out. You
should notice small puddles or drops of coolant on your garage floor or in your driveway. Note:
Coolant is very harmful to dogs and cats. There have been many cases of dogs and cats getting
very sick or even dying because they ingested engine coolant. In addition to the coolant leak,
there will be an apparent coolant smell coming from the front of your vehicle. If it gets bad
enough then it may even circulate throughout the cabin of your vehicle. So if you smell this
warning sign, check the condition of the overflow tank and replace asap. As a result, you can
expect the temperature of your engine to rise and become overheated. This will be indicated on
the engine temperature gauge located on the dashboard. If you check your coolant levels in the
radiator coolant overflow tank and they are low, then you either have slowly evaporating or
leaking coolant. To confirm, you need to actually check the coolant level to make sure you have
a leak. The overflow tank cap is often the cause of the leak. Before spending the money on a
new overflow tank, make sure the problem is not actually the overflow cap or tubing that comes
out of the tank at the bottom as these are common problem areas. They are a lot cheaper to fix
than replacing the tank itself. On many vehicles, replacing the overflow tank is an easy DIY job.
On others which are harder to get to, you should let the professional handle the replacement
job. There will also be additional fees and taxes added to this as well. Good article. I have
replaced my overflow tank, radiator and cap, checked my oil and no coolant, in my oil.. When on
a trip miles my coolant goes into the overflow tank but it does not return to the radiator. I have
to manually pump the fluid back into the radiator. Why do I not have the vacuum to suck the
fluid back to the radiator? I have the same problem with my PT Cruiser. Coolant burps into the
overflow bottle, but then will not return to the radiator. There is still pressure on the cap 12 hrs
after I turn the car off. I had the same problem. But i did the following by myself and the problem
was solved. Disconected the return water hose from the engine and drained the radiator
completely. Opened the radiator cap. Removed the overflow tank cap and blow air with my
mouth through the cap hose. This helped me flushed any debris that may have accumulated in
the system. Removed the overflow tank and cleaned properly. Fixed back the radiator cap,hose
,overflow tank and cap and filled the radiator completely with water. Started the car and noticed
that the problem has been solved after driven the car for 2 days. Everything is now good. No
more problem. Table of Contents. Looking for Replacement Parts? Vic Reply. I have the same
problem with my uplander. Larry Reply. Have you tried replacing the cap? Facebook Pinterest
Twitter. The engines with thermostat on block V8, all 3. On your Volvo, these tools allow you to
easily get coolant to the engine block. These tools allow you to easily remove and refill your
coolant. Use a section of heater hose or clear vinyl tubing that fits the nipple and put funnel into
the hose. Engine damage is a very real concern. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Volvo ETM. Codes: to Volvos. Codes: s Volvos. Volvo Air
Conditioning. Volvo Fuel Economy. Volvo Transmissions Guide. Volvo Four-C Suspension.
Volvo paint codes. Volvo Parts Online. Volvo VIN Search. Volvo Platforms. P2 Platform. SPA
Platform. CMA Platform. Actual Tools. Your Forum Posts. Volvo Classifieds. V90 Cross Country.
XC90 S40 and V Using MVS. MVS Contributors. How to Register for the Volvo Forum. What to
Do After Registration. How to Post a Photo. New Here? Need Help? The History of MVS.
Advertise on MVS. Contact Matthew. Give Back to MVS. MVS Philosophy. Making Your Volvo
Faster. Volvo History. How the Series Saved Volvo. History of the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care by
Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start here. There are Volvo forum users online now. See the forum's
active topics. Say hi contact Matthew. Related Posts. Go to mobile version. The radiator and
coolant system on most cars, trucks and SUV's sold in America today are extremely simplistic
in design and function. Coolant is placed into a radiator and is circulated through the engine
block, absorbing heat from the metal pieces inside the motor that create horsepower. Once the
coolant returns to the radiator, it is circulated through multiple chambers to cool down and
repeat the process continuously. However, one fact about coolant is that it expands as it gets

hotter. The coolant overflow reservoir is designed as a relief valve of sorts that stores extra
coolant for the radiator. Most coolant reservoirs are made of out of durable plastic and are
mounted on the upper right hand side of the engine compartment. The coolant reservoir is an
integral part of the system, and since the coolant reservoir is a part of the entire cooling system,
it's critical for it to be in working order every day. However, due to its design, location and
material, the coolant reservoir is also susceptible to wear and tear and in many cases may crack
or develop leaks. If this occurs, you'll have to replace the coolant reservoir: a rather simple
process that most DIY mechanics can complete without too many complications. Before you
make the decision to replace the coolant reservoir, it's very important for you to properly
diagnose the symptoms to ensure that this part is the reason why you're experiencing
problems. The coolant system has many individual components that must all work together in
order to keep an engine running cool and strong. Any one of these components or several of
them may fail and lead to a problem with the cooling system. Noted below are a few of the
warning signs that will alert you that the coolant reservoir is damaged and needs to be replaced.
Coolant is leaking under the motor: If you notice that there is coolant or what appears to be
colored water under your vehicle, specifically under the passenger side engine compartment,
this could be an indication that the coolant reservoir is damaged. The leak could be coming
from multiple sources including a loose coolant line that is connected to the reservoir, a crack
in the coolant reservoir or the cap of the reservoir being damaged. The coolant level sensor
light stays on: The coolant level sensor light comes on the dashboard in many of today's
modern cars, trucks, and SUV's when the coolant level is low inside the radiator. However, if the
coolant reservoir has coolant it naturally flows to the radiator to prevent this from occurring.
The most common cause of low radiator coolant is that it has leaked from the coolant reservoir,
a radiator coolant line or the radiator itself. Make sure to inspect all coolant lines and the
radiator for leaks before assuming it's the coolant reservoir tank. Low coolant or engine
overheating: When the radiator coolant level is actually low, air pockets may develop inside the
coolant lines. This will typically create an overheating situation. In many cases, the low level of
coolant is due to evaporation or a leak in the system. Check the radiator and coolant lines to
verify they are not the cause of the leak before you replace the coolant reservoir. Every vehicle
is unique and the location of the coolant reservoir may be specific to the vehicle manufacturer.
Due to this fact, it's advised to purchase a service manual for your individual make and model
to determine the exact location of the coolant reservoir and what ancillary materials you'll need
to successfully complete this job. Note : The replacement coolant reservoir will vary according
to different makes and models. Tip : Anytime you work on the coolant system, the potential of
being burned is very high. Coolant can maintain a temperature near boiling for a very long time
and will burn your skin if exposed. This job should only be completed when the engine is cold
and has not been running for a minimum of one hour. Make sure you wear safety glasses and
gloves to protect your hands from hot coolant if the engine is not cold. Step 1: Prepare the
vehicle. The coolant reservoir is located on top of the engine compartment, and in some cases,
may be tucked below. However, it's relatively easy to reach so you won't have to jack up the car
or place it on a vehicle lift. As an order of protection, you should place a coolant bucket under
the coolant reservoir large enough in circumference to collect all the coolant that will spill when
you remove the coolant lines that attach to this device. Step 2: Spray WD on any rusted bolts.
There are only a few bolts that secure the coolant reservoir to the engine compartment.
However, due to the fact that water, coolant and other liquids can come into contact with these
bolts, it's likely that they'll be rusted or extremely difficult to remove. In order to reduce the
potential of breaking a stud or stripping a nut, make sure to spray the bolts securing the tank
with WD or another type of penetrating oil before beginning this job. The spray should settle for
a minimum of 5 minutes before you attempt to remove the rusted bolts or nuts. Step 3: Locate
the coolant reservoir. The coolant reservoir should be located on the top of the engine
compartment, typically on the passenger side. Make sure you verify that this is the coolant
reservoir and not the windshield washer reservoir that you're attempting to remove. Step 4:
Remove the bolts securing the reservoir to the engine compartment. On most US and foreign
vehicles, there will be one or two bolts on the front of the reservoir that attacing it. It's typically
an 11mm bolt, but sizes will vary based on the manufacturer. Remove the bolt on the front that
is holding the tank. Step 5: Remove the two top hoses. There are two hoses on top of the
coolant reservoir that need to be removed next. These hoses have clamps attached to them.
Using a pair of pliers, close the teeth on the clamps if they have the teeth clamp system or
unscrew the clamp with a flat screwdriver if this type of clam is used. Using the pliers, make
sure to slide the clamp off the lip where the hoses are attached to the tank. Step 6: Pry the
hoses off the reservoir tank fittings. Once the clamps have been moved back onto the hose,
you'll need to use a very thin, flat head screwdriver to pry the hose clamps off the fitting. Step 7:

Remove the bottom coolant hose. On the bottom of the tank , there is a larger circumference
coolant hose that runs to the radiator. This hose is typically secured by the same type of clamp
as the two hoses on top of the reservoir. Using the same technique as above, loosen the clamp
holding the hose and slide it down the hose until it is far from the connection. Step 8: Pry the
hose off the bottom fitting. Do this as instructed above with top fitting. Step 9: Remove rear clip
from coolant reservoir. On most coolant reservoirs, there will be a clip that secures the
reservoir to the rear of the engine compartment. In some cases there will be a metal strap that
holds the coolant reservoir on the engine compartment as indicated in above. In this case, you'll
need a long, flat blade screwdriver to pry the clip off the reservoir. Simply slide the screwdriver
in between the tank and the clip and pry forward. The clip should pop off without trouble. Step
Clean the area underneath the old coolant reservoir. Since the old reservoir is gone, this is a
good opportunity to clean any coolant, debris, dirt or gunk that may be under that area. When
you reinstall any new part, it's critical to ensure the area is clean to make sure the new part
secures solidly to the engine compartment. Clean all hoses and connections before reinstalling
them as well. Step Reinstall the new tank. Before you reinstall the new coolant reservoir, make
sure to visually verify that the new tank is the same shape, size, and has the same fittings as the
older tank. If it is different, double check with the parts supplier and verify that the connections
and hose fittings are identical. Step Attach bottom hose to coolant reservoir. The bottom hose
needs to be installed before trying to secure the tank to the engine compartment. Using new
coolant, lubricate the outside of the bottom male fitting on the tank and inside of the hose where
it will attach to ensure easy application then slide the bottom hose on the male fitting indicated
on the image above. Step Slide clamps onto the hose and fitting. Using a pair of pliers, close the
teeth of the clamp and slide the clamp to the base of the tank and release the pliers to close the
clamp securely. Step Reattach two top hoses. Utilizing the same process as indicated in step 11
and 12, secure the left and right top hoses to the new coolant reservoir. Step Snap new tank
onto rear clamp fitting. This step is for those that have a reservoir tank that has a clamp
attachment as displayed in the image above. Step Fill coolant reservoir. Each manufacturer has
individual recommendations on the type of coolant that should be used as well as how high to
fill the reservoir. Follow these guidelines but ensure you fill the reservoir to the top of the full
indicator line before attempting to start the vehicle. Step Check with manufacturer about
priming coolant system. In some cases, your vehicles coolant system will need to be primed to
avoid bubbles or air pockets inside the coolant lines. Make sure to check with your vehicle
manufacturer if this is the case and prime the system as recommended before starting the
vehicle. After you've successfully replaced the coolant reservoir, you need to start the engine,
check for leaks, and refill the radiator fluid in most cases before you test drive the vehicle. The
best way to complete any road test is to have a planned route that will bring your engine to
proper operating temperature and open the thermostat of your radiator. Step 2: Check for any
leaks. Look for leaks from the coolant reservoir or coolant lines attached. Step 3: Check to see if
the check engine or low coolant level light is illuminated. If it is, turn off the engine and check
the coolant level inside the reservoir. If the light is on, the coolant reservoir should be empty.
Fill with coolant and restart the engine to ensure the light comes off. Step 4: Make sure to drive
the vehicle until you hear the radiator fan come on. Once you do, return home while keeping an
eye on the thermostat or engine temperature. Step 5: Check coolant level. Once the vehicle has
cooled for a minimum of one hour, check the coolant level inside the reservoir and fill if needed.
If you've completed this replacement correctly, you should be good to go for many years with a
new coolant reservoir tank. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is
Coolant Recovery Reservoir Replacement. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over
services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will
come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house
calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Coolant Recovery Reservoir
Replacement Cost. Service Location. Part 1 of 3: Diagnosing a problem with the coolant
reservoir Before you make the decision to replace the coolant reservoir, it's very important for
you to properly diagnose the symptoms to ensure that this part is the reason why you're
experiencing problems. Note : Since all vehicles are unique, it's important to understand that
the guidelines and instructions listed below are general instructions. Make sure to verify
specific instructions with your vehicle manufacturer service manual before proceeding. Part 2
of 3: Remove and replace the coolant reservoir Every vehicle is unique and the location of the
coolant reservoir may be specific to the vehicle manufacturer. Materials Needed Combination
wrench set and extensions Coolant collection pan Flat head screwdriver Funnel Locking pliers
New coolant Replacement coolant reservoir and clips Safety equipment including safety
glasses and gloves Socket wrench set WD or other penetrating oil Work light Note : The
replacement coolant reservoir will vary according to different makes and models. Make sure to

carefully pry the hose off without piercing the hose. Tip : Before completing the above step,
make sure you have coolant buckets located under the area where you are working, especially if
there is coolant still inside the coolant reservoir. When you remove the hose on the bottom, you
will lose the majority of coolant inside the tank. Step Remove the old coolant reservoir from the
engine compartment. If you have a screw type clamp, place the clamp on the base of the tank
and tighten. Place the tank on the clamp attachment and press firmly until the clamp "snaps"
into place. Step Secure coolant reservoir. Secure with bolts to the engine compartment.
Warning : Many newer cars, trucks, and SUV's have coolant systems that require a priming
step. This is unique and specific to each vehicle manufacturer, so it's vital that you contact your
automotive manufacturer and receive the precise process for priming the coolant system.
Failure to do this may result in air bubbles being trapped in the coolant system and overheating
problems. Part 3 of 3: Test drive the vehicle After you've successfully replaced the coolant
reservoir, you need to start the engine, check for leaks, and refill the radiator fluid in most cases
before you test drive the vehicle. Step 1: Start the vehicle. Let it warm up to operating
temperature. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational
purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more
details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent
Coolant Recovery Reservoir Replacement reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Peter 43
years of experience. Request Peter. Peter is very accomodating, and courteous. I had to work,
and had someone available to be there when he came. Peter was able to get the job done in
surprising time, and cleaned after himself. The old parts were left to ensure the quality of his
work, and that the repairs done were necessary. I didn't have to ask for them, even though I
truly believe in the quality of his work. Peter was even able to work with the service to get better
pricing on a particular part, which improved the pricing of the overall bill.. The car was test
driven for accuracy, and Peter's seal of approval before completion. I am thoroughly satisfied
with the work that Peter did, and the service overall. I have been telling others about the work,
and can say, "I got a guy" when it comes to keeping my vehicle in good working order Peter
Pryke did an excellent job! High marks all the way around for him. He was very professional and
knowledgeable overall. Refugio 21 years of experience. Request Refugio. Professional,
courteous, ontme. Performed requested coolant reservoir and sensor that corrected the
problem. Bobby 27 years of experience. Request Bobby. On time and very knowledgeable. He
diagnosed my problem and fixed it in no time flat. I would definitely use his service again.
Shaun 10 years of experience. Request Shaun. Shaun really knows his stuff!! He has always
done such an amazing job and literally has saved me hundreds of dollars!! Need Help With Your
Car? Related articles. Read more. How to Top Off Car Coolant Coolant, also known as
anti-freeze, needs to be kept at a certain level to prevent car engines overheating and damaging
the engine. In In order for the cooling system on your vehicle to work, you will have to make sur
toyota 2005 4runner
lincoln electric wire
2010 audi s3
e that all of its components are repair free. The thermostat that is on your vehicle helps to
regulate the flow of coolant Related questions Crack in coolant reservoir Hello! That is a
common issue with Audi Quattro models. The plastic tank holds the pressure of the coolant
system. The reservoir is located right above the engine. Of course the engine gets hot and hot
air rises so the Green liquid everywhere If the coolant is low in the engine and you see a leak
near the rear of the engine then the heater core may have broke. You would need to have this
verified by having the system pressure tested. After smoking, car will not hold coolant. You may
have a leak in your radiator. If you poured more coolant into it and it came right back out a leak
exists somewhere. If the leak is that fast, it should be obvious to the eye without having Browse
other content. Schedule your Coolant Recovery Reservoir Replacement today! Coolant
Recovery Reservoir Replacement Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

